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TECHART unveils GTstreet R Touring. 
 

The new GTstreet R Touring is a limited edition masterpiece 

for performance enthusiasts based on the Porsche 911 Turbo S. 

TECHART’s custom-built sportscar conversion is an evolution of the 

iconic GTstreet R customization range, with only 25 units to be built. 

 
Leonberg/Germany, March 8th, 2024 – With a legacy spanning over two decades, the TECHART 

GTstreet range epitomizes TECHART's relentless pursuit of automotive perfection. Limited to a 

prestigious 25 units worldwide, the new conversion GTstreet R Touring seamlessly marries everyday 

practicality with uncompromised driving performance – a hallmark of TECHART's signature 

customization philosophy since the inaugural GTstreet range debut in 2001. 

 

 

Extensive GTstreet R Touring Aerokit features new ducktail style rear wing. 

 

Lightweight TECHART carbon fiber components do not only make outstanding aerodynamics but also 

define the exciting exterior styling of the TECHART GTstreet R Touring. More than 40 different exterior 

parts compose the sophisticated aerodynamic bodykit. It features a customizable complete front and 

rear apron with visible carbon fiber elements, a carbon fiber aero hood, lightweight carbon fenders with 

integrated air outlets, carbon wheel arch extensions, side skirts, carbon fiber side air intakes and more. 

All exposed carbon parts can be ordered in high gloss or matt finish. 

 

A standout design highlight of the GTstreet R Touring is the all new lightweight rear spoiler. Its design 

line is timeless, classy and racing inspired. Entirely made of carbon fiber, it provides increased 

downforce and balanced aerodynamics at high speeds. Comprising a paintable carbon fiber base 

frame, a carbon spoiler lip as well as lightweight construction structural parts, TECHART’s new rear 

spoiler is 60% lighter than the 911 Turbo’s stock rear wing. The distinctive spoiler lip offers further 

personalization options, available in visible carbon fiber finish or painted in a color of choice. With new 

integrated air ducts, the GTstreet R Touring rear spoiler also provides improved cooling air supply 

to the power enhanced engine. 
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Two TECHART powerkit options up to 800 horsepower and 950 Newton meters. 

 

The GTstreet R Touring comes with TECHART’s engine powerkit TA092/T1.1, adding 44 kW (60 hp) 

to the 911 Turbo S, achieving a total of 522 kW (710 hp). The maximum torque increases by an 

additional 100 Newton meters reaching a new max. torque of 900 Newton meters. 

 

As an option, the GTstreet R Touring can be ordered with the brand’s most powerful upgrade to date: 

the TA092/T2.1 engine upgrade provides 110 kW (150 hp) of additional power and adds 

150 Newtonmeters. The kit features improved turbochargers, new engine management software 

as well as an optimized gearbox management. The result: a staggering 589 kW (800 hp) 

and 950 Newton meters of torque. 0-100 km/h: 2.5 seconds. Top speed: 350 km/h. 

 

The GTstreet R Touring's sports exhaust system is a hand welded masterpiece for true performance 

enthusiasts and delivers an unmistakable immersive soundtrack. The valve control offers a wide 

acoustic range and ensures an exhilarating experience on both daily drives and racetracks. 

 

 

Enhanced driving dynamics, finely set up for a personal Grand Tour. 

 

The GTstreet R Touring enables a significantly better handling with its 30 mm wider track at the 

front axle compared to the base car. It comes with lightweight 20-/21-inch TECHART Formula VI 

forged centerlock wheels, optionally featuring TECHART carbon fiber aero discs. 

 

For a sportier driving experience, TECHART sport springs lower the vehicle by 25 mm. Alternatively, 

a TECHART coilover kit allows an adjustable lowering range from 5 mm to 30 mm, catering to individual 

preferences. For additional ground clearance at the push of a button, the rapidly adjusting TECHART 

Noselift front axle lift system is available as an option. 
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Make yourself at home: handcrafted GTstreet R Touring interior. 

 

Handcrafted TECHART interiors are world-renowned for their extraordinary level of quality and 

accuracy, for carefully chosen materials and unique design details. Inside, the GTstreet R Touring 

offers a luxurious yet sporty ambiance, with a mix of leather, Alcantara®, visible carbon and aluminum. 

A tailor-made TECHART sports steerig wheel, one of the brand’s interior signature features, 

is also part of the bespoke GTstreet R Touring interior. 

 

An optionally available exclusive interior package offers even more interior refinement details making 

the GTstreet R Touring truly unique. These include extensive additional leatherwork, heritage fabrics, 

decorative stitching, custom colored seat pipings, embossed details as well as trims and color accents. 

 

 

The key highlights of the TECHART GTstreet R Touring in a nutshell. 

 

GTstreet R Touring bodykit and new rear spoiler – drawing inspiration from iconic Porsche models, 

the fixed ducktail-style rear spoiler not only pays homage to the brand's storied racing heritage but also 

enhances aerodynamic efficiency and stability, setting new benchmarks for performance and style. 

Enhanced performance – harnessing the power of up to 589 kW (800 hp), the GTstreet R Touring 

delivers an unparalleled driving experience, effortlessly blending exhilarating performance with refined 

elegance, both on the road and the racetrack. 

Customized Interior – From opulent leather to the finest heritage fabrics, the interior of the GTstreet R 

Touring is a testament to TECHART's dedication to unparalleled luxury and individuality, ensuring that 

every detail reflects the unique personality of its discerning owner. 

Price & Availability – The GTstreet R Touring conversion package is available at EUR 98,250.00* 

and is limited to 25 vehicles worldwide. Delivery starts May 2024. 

* Net price, tax, paint and installation excluded. Includes: TECHART GTstreet R Touring bodykit, consisting of TECHART front apron, TECHART aero 

front hood with air shaft, TECHART carbon aero fenders with integrated air vents, TECHART side skirts, TECHART side air intakes, TECHART rear 

apron and diffuser, multi-part carbon fiber TECHART rear spoiler III (ducktail) with integrated air duct and auxiliary brake light, TECHART roof spoiler; 

20-/21-inch TECHART Formula VI Race forged wheels; TECHART engine performance Kit TA092 / T1.1; TECHART GTstreet R Touring flap 

controlled exhaust system; TECHART GTstreet R Touring Add-On Interior; TECHART GTstreet R Touring assets: badge of authenticity, TECHART 

rear lettering and hood emblem. Optional items are available at additional costs. 

 

 

More information about the TECHART GTstreet R Touring and ePaper download: 

www.techart.com/touring. 

http://www.techart.com/touring
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TECHART Automobildesign. The Brand. The Company. 

 

TECHART Automobildesign GmbH, with its headquarters in Leonberg near Stuttgart, sets global 

standards in terms of premium refinement for Porsche cars. Founded in 1987, TECHART has been 

living this passion for over 35 years. With consistent implementation of own ideas and developments, 

high quality standards and continuous brand development, the company became an internationally 

renowned trademark with sales partners all over the world. 

 

TECHART’s product range offers refinement options for any Porsche model and every section of the 

vehicle: aerodynamic improvement and exterior styling, technical optimizations such as engine 

powerkits, exhaust systems, wheels, suspensions or assistance systems, as well as bespoke interior 

personalization, manufactured by TECHART’s inhouse saddlery and upholstery shop. 

Approved as an internationally registered vehicle manufacturer and certified as Authorized Economic 

Operator (AEO-F) by the European Union, TECHART is the premium brand for the refinement of 

Porsche cars worldwide. 
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